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I'm seriously considering just scapping the Winny and going with a Prop/Proviron/ Clen cycle: Weeks
1-6: Prop 50 or 75 mg every 2 or 3 days (input wanted on that issue), 50 mg Proviron ED and Clen 2
weeks on/ 2 weeks off. Weeks 7-8: Prop/Proviron, Clen 2 weeks on/ 2 weeks off, 3000 mg HCG once a
week. Week 9: 1500 mg HCG, Clen 2 weeks on/ 2 ... Var + Winny + Clen Cycle (Forum for female
members to discuss a wide variety of topics from Training, dieting, anabolics, grooming, etc.)
***Gentlemen, please respect the females and keep the B.S. off this forum*** Winny and clen
complement each other very well. Many bodybuilders combine these two together when trying to burn
fat and hold on to muscle mass. Although winstrol/clen is used predominantly to burn fat, a user can
often look like they've gained a significant amount of muscle after a cycle. Here's 3 typical clen/winny
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cycle protocols: Hey Guys, i need your feedback asap since im starting my cycle of Anavar + Winstrol +
Clen Buterol in a couple of days. im 93kgs, 185cm, around 20% fat percentage and looking to get leaner
going on a 6 weeks cycle of Anavar + Winstrol + Clen Buterol. this is my plan: 100 mcg Anavar / day -
5 days a week 50 mcg winstrol / days - 5 days a week clen buterol regular 20 40 60 80 60 This will be
my 4th cycle, I started at the age of 25 I will be doing a TEST E, VAR AND CLEN CYCLE, I need a
little help and info as I have never done clen or var before. 1st Cycle - Test E 2nd Cycle - Test E and
WINNY 3rd Cycle - SUS and TREN Stats: 5'10 203lbs 30 Y/0 At 13% body fat https://sway.office.com/
lwtyr3y89uTEPfNS
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